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Abstract: Relationships are there between objects in Wikipedia. Emphases on determining relationships 

are there between pairs of objects in Wikipedia whose pages can be regarded as separate objects. Two 
classes of relationships between two objects exists there in Wikipedia, an explicit relationship is 

illustrated by a single link between the two pages for the objects, and the other implicit relationship is 

illustrated by a link structure containing the two pages. Some of the before  proposed techniques for 

determining relationships are cohesion-based techniques, and this technique which underestimate 
objects containing higher degree values and also such objects could be significant in constituting 

relationships in Wikipedia. The other techniques are inadequate for determining implicit relationships 

because they use only one or two of the following three important factor such as the distance, the 
connectivity and the co- citation. 
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Introduction 

In this decade for knowing about the things which we are not aware we depend on the search engine. There 
exists various search engines in that Wikipedia is one of most popular search engine and also the knowledge 

about a particular object in Wikipedia is brought in to a single wiki page (web page) and it is updated 

repeatedly by different volunteers. For searching a particular object we first enter the search string in the 
search engine and then we press search button and related server will display set of co citations in a wiki 

page.  

A relationship is an association between two or more people that may range in duration from brief to 

enduring. Word Association is a common word game involving an exchange of words that are associated 
together. This association may be based on regular business interactions and might from some other type of 

social commitment. .The Interpersonal relationships will formed in the context of social network. The 

Interpersonal relationships were dynamic systems that will change continuously during their existence. The 
knowledge extracted from the Web can be used to raise the performances for Web information retrievals, 

question answering, and also about Web based data warehousing.  However, there is no established 

vocabulary, it will make leading to confusion when it comparing to research efforts. The word Web mining 
has been used in two distinct ways. The first type is called as Web content mining, the second type is called 
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as Web usage mining. The Web mining defines the application of traditional data mining techniques onto 

the web resources and has facilitated the further development of these techniques to consider the specific 

structures of webdata. Web content mining, which also known as text is mining, is the second step in Web 

data mining. The web Content mining is the scanning and mining of text, words, images and graphs of a 
Web page to determine the relevance of the content to the search query. The Web usage mining is the third 

category in web mining. This type will allows for the collection of Web access information for Web pages. 

And this usage data provides the paths leading to accessed Web pages. This information is often gathered 
routinely into access logs via the Web server. 

 

A Wikipedia is a type of content management system, it differs most other such systems in that the content 

is created without any defined owner or leader, and Wikipedia have some implicit structure allowing to 
emerge according to the needs of the users. The Wikipedia is the most famous wiki on the public web, but 

there are many sites running different kinds of wiki software. Wiki promotes meaningful topic associations 

between different pages by making page link creation almost intuitively easy and showing whether an 
intended target page exists or not. Wiki is not a sensibly shaped site for visitors. Instead, it seeks to involve 

the visitor in an ongoing process of creation and collaboration that constantly changes the Web site 

landscape. 
The nature of mining processes creates a potential negative impact on the environment both during the 

mining operations and for years after the mine is closed. This impact led to most of the world's nations 

adopting regulations to moderate the negative effects of mining operations. Safety has long been a concern a 

modern practices have improved safety in mines significantly. The data mining mission is the automatic or 
semi-automatic analysis of large quantities of data to extract previously unknown interesting patterns such 

as groups of data records (cluster analysis), unusual records (anomaly detection) and dependencies 

(association rule mining). This involves using database techniques such as spatial indices. These  
suchpatterns can then be seen as a kind of summary of the input data, and might be used in further analysis 

or, for instance, in machine learning and of predictive analytics. For case, the data mining step might 

identify multiple groups in the data, which can then be used to obtain more exact prediction results by a 
decision support system. Neither the data collection, data preparation, nor the result interpretation and 

reporting are part of the data mining step, but does belong to the overall knowledge discovery process as 

additional steps. 

Data mining uses information from past data to analyse the outcome of a particular problem or situation that 
may happen. Data mining mechanism to analyse data stored in data warehouses that are used to store that 

data that is being researched. That specific data may come from all percentages of business, from the 

construction to the management. Directors also use data miniagree upon marketing strategies for their 
product. They can use data to associate and contrast among competitors. Data mining reads its data into real 

time analysis that can be used to rise sales, help new product, or obliterate product that is not value-added to 

the company. 

Text analysis involves information recovery, verbal analysis, pattern acknowledgement, 
labelling/annotation, the information extraction, data mining techniques including link and association 

analysis, conception, and predictive analytics. The predominant goal is basically from short text into data 

for study, via suggestion of natural language processing (NLP) and analytical methods. A representative 
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application is to scanning a set of documents written in a natural language and either model the document 

set for predictive classification purposes or populate a database or search index with the information 

extracted.  

In Wikipedia, the knowledge of an object is gathered in a single page updated constantly by a number of co-
worker’s. The Wikipedia also protects objects in a number of groups, such as society, knowledge, natural 

features, diplomatic, and past. Hence, keening Wikipedia is frequently a better choice for a user to obtain 

knowledge of a single object than typical search engines. A user also may desire to discover a relationship 
between two objects. The typical keyword search engines can neither measure nor explain the strength of a 

relationship. The foremost problem for measuring relationships arises from the fact that two kinds of 

relationships exist: “explicit relationships” and “implicit relationships.”  

This paper proceeds as follows. The Division II which presents the related work and the global operations of 
system. The different metrics and components of the system are presented in Division III. The Division IV 

describes about the components. The Division V describes the conclusion and future works. 

 

Related Work 

In Wikipedia, to rank the relationships between two objects, the link will be measured among two pages and 

that represent the relationship.TheExisting system could measures the relationship and it based on one or 
two methods of  the  following factors that is  the distance, the connectivity and the co citation.  

A. Dataset 

Dataset in Wikipedia includes objects that have relationships between each other. The existing system 

implies that how to measure the strength of relationships among the pages.  
1. Dataset Loading 

A data set is a collection of data, it list out values for each of the variables. The query used to create a 

particular data set from the selected connection or flat file profile. Many data set definitions can be formed 
for the same profile in order to generate different data set instance. To improve categorization accuracy, 

irrelevant parameters and enduring data could be deleted from the data set.  

2. Data Preprocessing 
Data pre-processing is an important step in the data mining process .Analysing data that has not been 

screened for such problems can produce fake results. Thus, the quality of data is first and foremost before 

running an analysis.  

If there is much irrelevant and redundant information present or noisy data and then knowledge discovery 
during the working out phase is added difficult. Data preparation and filtering steps would take considerable 

amount of processing time. The Data pre-processing method which also includes cleaning, normalization, 

alteration, selection, etc.  
The product of data pre-processing is the final training place. The absent of attribute values, absent of 

certain attributes of interest, or might containing only aggregate data and reduce the volume but producing 

the same or similar analytical results.  

B. Generalized Maximum Flow-based Method 
We are having various methods for measuring the strength of the objects. Such as “cohesion” concept is 

used for measuring the strength of relationships. “Cfec” are based on the concept “cohesion”. One of them 

is generalized maximum flow. Cohesion based method is adequate because it does support higher degree 
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objects and the other methods which  proposed earlier will  follow concepts like distance, connectivity, co 

citation. These three are important factors for implicit relationship but it is also in adequate for measuring 

the implicit relationships. Behind all these concepts generalized maximum flow was introduced for 

measuring the strength of relationships following the three factors such as the distance, the connectivity and 
the co citation. In the generalized maximum flow gain function is used for measuring the relationships. 

 
 

1. Distance 

In this method distance calculates shorter path and it represents a stronger relationship. For this method, for 
every edge; then a flow considerably decreases including elongated path. A shorter path usually contributes 

to the generalized maximum flow by a greater amount than a long path does. So, a shorter path will exists 

means there is s stronger relationship also exists. 
2. Connectivity 

In social network analysis, cohesion based methods are used to measure the strength of relationship. The 

generalized maximum flow problem is a natural extension of the problem of classical maximum flow. So it 

also can be used to estimate the connectivity. 
3. Cocitation 

Co citation related techniques assume that two nodes have a stronger relationship if the number of nodes 

linked by both the two nodes is large and at the other end co-occurrence is a concept by which the strength 
is represented by the number of nodes linking to the both objects. Further, the use of both directions is 

required to estimate the co citation of two objects.  

 

Methods to Measure The Relationship 

 

A. Relationship on Wikipedia Module 

Propose a new method for measuring a relationship on Wikipedia by reflecting all the three concepts: 
distance, connectivity, and co-citation. I propose a new method for measuring the strength of a relationship 

using the method of generalized maximum flow. To measure the strength of a relationship from one object 

to another object, we use the value of a generalized maximum flow emanating from s as the source into t as 
the destination; a larger value signifies a stronger relationship. We consider the vertices in the paths 

composing the generalized maximum flow as the objects constituting the relationship. We ascertain that the 

claim that our method can reflect the three representative concepts. 
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B. Cycle-Free Effective Conductance (CFEC) 

The cycle-free escape probability from s to t is the probability that a random walk originating at s will reach 

t without visiting any node repeatedly. The transition from one state to another does not depend on the 

previous state and the transition could remain in same state. The proximity is the infinite number of attempts 
in networks that is made to reach from starting node to end node. 

 
CFEC proximity allows to compute proximity graphs, that will defined as small portions of the network that 

are aimed at capturing a related proximity value. It is extended form of connection graph which is capable 

of presenting dense relationship between the objects of a network. It can presume relationship among more 
than two endpoints, the stretch to handle and would obtained by solving an tuneable optimization problem. 

 

Ranking 

A ranking is a relationship between a set of items, for case take any two items, the first is either ranked as 
higher than as or lower than or equal to the second. By decreasing detailed measures to a order of ordinal 

numbers and rankings make it possible to estimate difficult information according to certain criteria.  

In competition ranking, items that compare equal receive the same ranking number. The number of ranking 
numbers is missing out in this gap is one other less than the other number of items that it compared equal. 

The mission of distinct ordinal numbers to items that compare equal can be done at randomly as this gives 

stable results if the ranking is done at multiple times. Query-independent methods was made to measure the 

probable prominence of a page, independent of any consideration of how fit it matches the specific query. 
In the above example, for the source and the destination objects, select the famed person which is well-

known by the participants and creating the rankings by their subjects.. For each source, select four famed 

persons as the destination objects which related to the source. Here only four destinations for each source is 
selected and for each of the obtained pairs of a source and a destination, the strength of the relationship from 

the source to the destination using this method is computed.  
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Conclusion and Future Works 

Thus this method can measure the strength of a relationship between two objects on Wikipedia and rank 

them. Some future challenges will remain and also interested in seeking possibilities of the elucidatory 

objects constituting a relationship mined by this method. This paper plans to evaluate the elucidatory 
objects. 
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